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abstract

We discuss how methods based on hidden Markov models performed in the fold recognition section of the CASP2 experiment. Hidden Markov models were built for a set of about
a thousand structures from the PDB database, and each CASP2 target sequence was scored
against this library of hidden Markov models. In addition, a hidden Markov model was
built for each of the target sequences, and all of the sequences in PDB were scored against
that target model. Having high scores from both methods was found to be highly indicative
of the target and a structure being homologous.
Predictions were made based on several criteria: the scores with the structure models, the
scores with the target models, consistency between the secondary structure in the known
structure and predictions for the target (using the program PhD), human examination
of predicted alignments between target and structure (using RASMOL), and solvation
preferences in the alignment of the target and structure. The method worked well in
comparison to other methods used at CASP2 for targets of moderate diculty, where the
closest structure in PDB could be aligned to the target with at least 15% residue identity.
There was no evidence for the method's e ectiveness for harder cases, where the residue
identity was much lower than 15%.
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1 Introduction
One method of protein sequence analysis is the identi cation of homologous proteins|proteins
which share a common evolutionary history and have similar overall structure and function [21].
Homology is straightforward to infer when two sequences share 25% residue identity over a stretch
of 80 or more residues [52]. Recognizing remote homologs, with lower primary sequence identity, is
more dicult. Here we report how new extensions of the hidden Markov model (hmm) methods for
remote homolog recognition reported in [39, 34] fared in the fold recognition and alignment section
of the CASP2 experiment [25].
Finding these remote homologs is one of the primary motivating forces behind the development
of statistical models for protein families and domains, such as pro les and their many o shoots [28,
27, 18, 8, 3, 64, 62, 61, 8, 15, 46, 18, 26], Position-Speci c Scoring Matrices [32], and hidden Markov
models (hmms) [19, 66, 59, 39, 34, 7, 6, 4, 22, 24, 23].
Hmms have been used in a variety of elds to do discrete time series analysis, most notably in
speech recognition. A general introduction to them can be found in [50]. In biosequence analysis
they are used in protein analysis [19, 66, 59, 39, 34, 7, 6, 4, 22, 24, 23], gene nding [40, 41, 35] and
other areas [42, 19]. When used as statistical models of protein motifs or domains, they combine
the best aspects of weight matrices and Smith-Waterman methods. They are currently used in
the analysis of nematode and human DNA sequencing e orts at the genome center at Washington
University and at the Sanger Centre [23], have led to the discovery of bronectin type III domains in
yeast [9] and members of the immunoglobulin superfamily in bacteria [11], were used in the analysis
of lectins [29], and they have led to other discoveries as well [10, 49, 20].
The structure of the hmms that are most commonly used in protein modeling is similar to that
of a weight matrix or pro le [28, 27, 15, 30], except that it has speci c states and transitions at each
position to model insertions and deletions, and the probability parameters for these are di erent in
each position. One advantage of an hmm is that it de nes a formal statistical model for sequences in
the given protein family, so one can calculate the likelihood of a sequence and nd the most probable
locations for the insertions and deletions, i.e. the most probable alignment of the sequence to the
\consensus model" for the family. The likelihood is calculated by the forward algorithm and the
most probable alignment by the Viterbi algorithm. Each is a dynamic programming method similar
to the Smith-Waterman method used to align two sequences. The forward algorithm can be used
to search a database for homologs of the protein family represented by the hmm, and the Viterbi
algorithm can be used to create a multiple alignment of all family members. The parameters of the
hmm can be estimated from a set of unaligned family members using an expectation-maximization
method known as the forward-backward algorithm [50]. The two most extensively used systems
for applying hmms to protein sequence analysis are SAM1 [34], which was used in the experiments
reported here, and HMMer2 [23].
The hmm method of fold recognition di ers from protein threading methods [17, 36, 57, 47, 37,
67, 44, 56, 43, 45, 65] in that pairwise interactions between amino acids are not modeled or used.
This results in more ecient computation, but may involve some loss of information. The hmm
method is similar to the pro le approach of Eisenberg and his colleagues [26], but the method we
used relies much less on structural information for parameter estimation, using instead a Bayesian
method to incorporate prior information about amino acid substitution probabilities and insertion
and deletion probabilities (see Section 2.2).
An important component of this Bayesian method is the incorporation of prior information about
amino acid distributions that typically occur in columns of multiple alignments. We reported in [58]
a method to condense the information in databases of multiple alignments into a mixture of Dirichlet
densities [13, 12, 53] over amino acid distributions, and to combine this prior information with the
observed amino acids from easily recognized homologs to form estimates of the parameters of pro les
and hmms.
1
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With accurate prior information about which kinds of amino acid distributions are reasonable in
columns of alignments, it is possible with only a few sequences to identify what other amino acids
may occur in a particular environment. The models produced with Dirichlet mixture priors are
more e ective at generalizing to previously unseen data, and are often superior at database search
and discrimination experiments [63, 34, 38, 5, 60, 16]. In the CASP2 experiments, we combined
this method with a new sequence-weighting scheme, described in Section 2.4, to tune the models for
remote homolog recognition, and to compensate for the overrepresentation of very similar homologs
in the hmm training set.
In addition to extending our previous HMM methods, as described in the following section, we
developed a number of posthoc analysis tools used to decide among closely scoring predictions. These
tools were used to select predictions from among the top candidates. This additional intervention
generally helped in identifying the most promising hits, but was occasionally misleading|as were a
number of attempts to hand-edit the automatically produced alignments. A summary of the results
is given in Section 3.1, with discussion in Section 3.4.

2 Methods
Our general method for predicting the structure of a target sequence involved a two-pronged
approach: (1) constructing a target hmm from the target and identi ed homologs, and searching
a sequence version of the Protein Data Base (PDB) with this model, and (2) scoring each target
sequence against a library of hmms constructed on a representative subset of PDB.
Those PDB sequences that were scored well with the target hmm and whose hmm scored the
target sequence well were examined more closely using several analysis tools (see Section 2.6).

2.1 Scoring
Two of the main uses for an hmm are sequence alignment and discrimination. Since an hmm
is a stochastic process, one can talk about the probability of a sequence seq of amino acids being
generated by a given HMM, which we will denote P (seqjhmm). Sequences that resemble those for
which the model was trained will be given a high probability, and others a low probability. By itself,
this probability is not very meaningful. A more informative value is one that compares the likelihood
of the sequence under the HMM to the likelihood of the sequence for a simple \null model" [1]. For
our work, in the null model each residue is generated independently according to a background
distribution over the amino acids. Using the HMM, we compute the log likelihood ratio
seq jhmm)
ln PP ((seq
jnull) ;

which forms a better method of scoring the sequence.
For reasons that are not yet theoretically justi able, we found that more comparable scores were
produced if the length of the database sequence being scored was taken into account. This leads to
the adjusted log-likelihood score
seq jhmm)
ln PP ((seq
jnull) , ln(number of residues in seq);

which is a suitable score to use for database searching with HMMs. For historical reasons, we
actually use the negation of this score, which we call the adjusted NLL-NULL score. Thus our score
is de ned by
NLL , NULL = , ln

P (seq jhmm)
P (seq jnull)

+ ln(number of residues in database sequence)

2.
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However, this score does not take into account the size of the database. When searching a very
large database, there are many possible places in the database where one has a possibility of nding
a match, and thus there is a increased probability that one will nd a good log-likelihood ratio for
one of these sequences simply \by chance". To address this issue, we make use of Milosavljevic's
algorithmic signi cance test, which asserts that the probability of getting a score larger than d is
less than or equal to z ,d (where z is the base of the logarithm), assuming that the null model is a
reasonably accurate description of the space the sequences are drawn from [48]. When a database is
searched, and the search includes N individual placements of the model, for a given d, the equation
becomes:
N
P (9i ; scorei  d) 
P (scorei  d)  Nz ,d :

X
i=1

Thus, to assure a certain level of signi cance  (typically 0.01 to 10.0), a score such that   Nz ,d,
or d  , logz () + logz (N ) will certainly indicate signi cance, though this signi cance level is
pessimistic as it assumes an independence of placements that does not exist in HMMs. The meaning
of  is roughly the same as BLAST's E parameter, the expected number of false positives [2].
Because we work with natural logarithms, the NLL,NULL is reported in terms of nats. The
SAM module hmmscore recommends some thresholds to use for signi cance. In practice, we nd
that these values are conservative, but do provide a reasonable guideline.
There are two di erent scoring methods for determining P (seqjhmm), the probability of a
sequence given an hmm. The Viterbi score is determined from the most probable path through the
model that could generate the sequence. In contrast, the all-paths score is a sum of the probabilities
for all possible paths that could have generated a sequence. This is computed by the forward
algorithm. The all-paths score gives the true probability of the sequence given the model, but the
Viterbi score is faster to compute and provides a useful approximation to the true probability.
For the CASP2 contest, we used all-paths scoring (i.e., the forward algorithm) over local alignments, that is, the paths in the HMM and in the sequence were not constrained to include the ends
of the model or the ends of the sequence.

2.2 The hmm library of proteins of solved structure
We originally selected a representative subset of proteins of solved structure from the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) [14]. This set was increased to include PDB sequences which scored well against
target models during the course of the experiment, and has since been increased to include a more
complete set of representative PDB sequences. The library grew from about 800 models in the
beginning to about 1000 at the end of the CASP2 contest, and now has 1312 models.
For each of these representative structures, we constructed a hidden Markov model (a structure
model), using for an initial alignment and training set the alignment of the structure and its close
homologs as given in the HSSP database [54]. To re ne the hmms produced from the HSSP
alignments (since they omit inserted residues), we re-estimated the initial models in two stages,
using the complete SWISSPROT sequences of the homologs in the alignment. In the rst stage,
model length and match state amino acid distributions were kept xed, and only the transition
probabilities were allowed to change. In the second stage, all model parameters (except for model
length) were re-estimated. We found it helpful to turn o the introduction of noise into the parameter
estimation process for these procedures. This process generally produced alignments that revealed
greater pairwise sequence identity and produced models that gave higher probability to the training
sequences. To allow the hmms to generalize to remotely related proteins, we applied sequence
weighting (see Section 2.4) and priors over transition probabilities in various structural environments
into the parameter estimation.
The transition priors were estimated from the observed transitions (with sequence weights) in the
re-estimated alignments. The alignment columns were grouped into 48 di erent structural environments (based on secondary structure of the residue and its two neighbors and the solvent accessibility
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of the residue), and a single-component Dirichlet prior (pseudocount) transition regularizer was optimized for each environment. The appropriate pseudocount regularizers were employed to estimate
the parameters of the nal model, allowing us to incorporate general structural information, such
as the low probability of an insert in the middle of a helix, into the hmm estimation process.
Finally, we added FIMs (free-insertion modules) to the ends of each hmm. FIMs are special hmm
architectural elements which can generate (or model) an arbitrary number of residues in a sequence.
This allows the most appropriate region of a sequence to align to the hmm. The FIMs are also
e ective in building hmms for subregions of training sequences.
While this describes our construction of a library of whole chain models, our original intent
was to build an hmm library of protein domains. These domains were from a comprehensive list
that had been identi ed in the FSSP database by Liisa Holm. For each of these domains she
identi ed a representative structure and the domain's corresponding position in the structure's
amino acid sequence. The construction of a domain hmm began by rst training an hmm for the
entire representative structure sequence (or chain) which contained the domain. The domain hmm
would simply be the result of excising relevant parts of this \whole chain hmm."
Because of time constraints and experimentation with building reliable whole chain hmms, a
satisfactory library of domain hmms was never constructed.

2.3 Building the target model
Target models were built using the target sequence and purely sequence-based methods. The
basic approach was to nd a set of fairly close homologs to the target, align the target and the
homologs, build a model corresponding to the alignment, then generalize the model to nd more
distant homologs by using sequence weighting (as explained in Section 2.4).
The SAM suite of tools was used for all alignment and model building, but not with their default
parameters. The most important di erence is that noise was turned o completely in buildmodel,
SAM's expectation-maximization parameter estimation module, and all model-building was done by
modifying a previously existing model. The models always used a Dirichlet mixture as a Bayesian
prior to get estimates of amino acid probabilities, rather than the default pseudocount regularizer.
To nd putative homologs, a blast search was done at ncbi to nd the database entry for the
target sequence and the \protein neighbors" in the entrez database were retrieved. It turned out
that these neighbors were not always homologs of the target sequence. For example, on target t0012,
the proregion of procaricain, the structure of the mature enzyme was already known and many of
the \neighbors" were similar to the mature enzyme but did not include the proregion that was the
target. In other cases, some of the proteins were \neighbors" only because they were on the same
clone as a homologous protein.
The rst step of the model building was to select a subset of the putative homologs for use
in building the models. First, modelfromalign was used to create a model (t 0) from the target
sequence having exactly one match state for each position of the sequence. This model was used to
score the putative homologs, and only those that scored better than a rather arbitrary cost threshold
of -10 nats were selected for building a model. Note that the more negative the score, the better the
t to the model.
A new model (t 1) was built by retraining the single-sequence model on the selected sequences.
Retraining the model preserved the one-to-one relationship between the residues of the target
sequence and the match states of the model. The transitions in the model were set to give low
costs to insertions and deletions, so that the sequences could be easily aligned on the conserved
regions.
The retrained model was used to select again from the set of putative homologs. Fairly often,
a few more sequences were selected to be included for further training. The alignments from the
t 1 models generally had too many insertions and deletions, and so they were retrained with a
di erent transition regularizer that made continuing an insertion or deletion cheap, but starting
one expensive. The retrained (t 2) models generally produced much cleaner-looking alignments.
The conserved blocks were essentially the same, but the variable regions had fewer locations where
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insertions and deletions could occur and fewer instances of matching just one or two amino acids in
the middle of a variable region.
Because some of the targets could have been domains that can occur repeatedly in a protein, the
multdomain module of SAM was used with the t 2 models to select subsequences from the putative
homolog set that were particularly high-scoring. On target t0004 (the nucleotidyltransferase S1
motif that turned out to have the structure of a cold-shock protein) some of the homologs had 3 or
4 regions that matched the model well.
The t 2 models were retrained on the results of the domain search to create t 3 models. Where
there had been only one domain found in each sequence, this retraining made very little di erence to
the models, but where there were several domains, the t 3 models scored remote homologs somewhat
better. The t 3 models were used with multdomain to select and align subsequences from the putative
homolog set. This alignment was the nal alignment used to build the generalized models.
Each sequence in the nal alignment was assigned a sequence weight (as described in Section 2.4),
so that the average entropy of the match states was 0.3 bits less than the entropy of the background
frequency distribution. One iteration of buildmodel was done to build the generalized model from
the t 3 model and alignment. The transition probabilities were also set so that insertions or deletions
were unlikely except in places where they had already occurred in the alignment.
The generalized models were used to score all the sequences for which structures were recorded
in the PDB database, and several of the top-scoring sequences were selected for more careful
examination. Table 3.1 shows how well the sequences we predicted scored and how well the correct
structure scored (for those sequences that had a correct structure in the database).
For some targets (t0011, t0019, t0026, t0030), the initial set of training sequences was too small,
and so a search was done of a non-redundant protein database using the generalized model, and the
sequences with cost less than -8.0 (a fairly loose threshold) were considered possible homologs. The
model-building procedure was repeated for this larger training set, and the results are reported in
Table 3.1.
The diversity increased signi cantly by including this larger set of homologs, except for target
t0030 (see Table 2.1|the models after searching the larger database have \-nrp" after their names).
The number of sequences sometimes dropped, because the initial training set had identical sequences,
and the non-redundant protein database eliminated this duplication. The models for other targets
could probably also be improved by doing such a search, but the di erence would be small, since
they already have a fair amount of diversity in the training set.
When we predicted a high-scoring sequence, it was usually correct (t0002, t0004, t0031, but not
t0020). The reasons for failure are examined in Section 3.3.

2.4 Weighting schemes

Almost any set of homologous protein sequences will contain some very similar sequences and
some less similar ones. If we construct a model from a set of sequences, the model will tend to favor
the most highly represented sequences. Sequences very similar to the most common ones in the
training set are easily recognized by the model, but more distant homologs may not be recognized.
Several methods have been proposed for reducing the inherent bias in training data [55, 31, 62].
The two most common methods involve removing from the training set any sequences that are too
similar to others in the set (as is done for creating the BLAST substitution matrices, for example),
and using sequence weighting to give less weight to sequences which are very similar to others in the
set and more weight to unusual ones. The former method is really just a special case of the latter,
restricting sequence weights to 0 and 1. We have chosen to use sequence weighting to reduce the
training set bias.
When using a Dirichlet mixture to convert amino acid counts to probabilities, the total weight
assigned to the set of sequences is an important control parameter. When the total weight is very
low, the probabilities are very close to the background probabilities of amino acids. When the total
weight is high, the probabilities are very close to the observed frequencies. By adjusting the total
sequence weight, one can smoothly interpolate between these two extremes.
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There are two opposing goals that determine the range of values that works well for the total
weight. First, we need sucient speci city in the model that it recognizes members of the protein
family and rejects proteins that are not members. Second, we need sucient generality that we
recognize members of the family that we have not seen before, even if they are from a subfamily
that has not been previously observed.
The optimum balance between these two goals is dependent on how distant a relationship we
which to consider \being in the same family". If we wish to distinguish hemoglobins from myoglobins,
for example, we need very speci c models, but if we want to recognize all TIM barrels, a more general
model is called for. That is, the correct sequence weighting does not depend just on the data, but
on the use to which the model will be put.
In remote homolog recognition using hmms or pro le methods, we need to estimate models that
generalize as much as possible without losing the ability to recognize the training set. This means
that the total weight assigned to the sequences in the training set should be fairly small.
We want to assign a larger weight when we have a very diverse set of homologs in the training
set (since we have already seen most of the acceptable variation), and a smaller weight when we
have a rather homogeneous training set. Rather than have the user assign a total weight to the
data, the user creates the desired e ect in the nal model by specifying the average relative entropy
of the match states relative to the background frequency. The sequence weighting computation is
done just from the frozen alignment, eliminating any need for knowledge of the model.
The entropy of the background distribution P0 is
H0 = ,

X

amino acid a

P0 (a) log2 P0 (a) ;

while the entropy of a match state or alignment column c is
Hc = ,

X

amino acid a

P^c (a) log2 P^c (a) ;

where P^c (a) is the mean posterior estimate of the probability of amino acid a under the Dirichlet
mixture given the weighted counts of amino acids in column c. The control parameter is the value
of H0 , Hc averaged over all match states (or alignment columns).
Another way of viewing the control parameter is that the user speci es the average number of
bits of information each column of the alignment should contain. We sometimes refer to this as the
\bits saved" by the model. Related approaches for selecting the right PAM distance in a substitution
matrix used for BLAST searches are discussed in [1].
The total weight is set by an iterative algorithm, which guesses a total weight, computes the
average entropy, then adjusts the weight. The relative sequence weights can be set in several di erent
ways. The method used for the CASP2 contest is an unpublished method that takes the entropy of
each sequence raised to the 10th power as the relative weight, but very similar results would have
been obtained by using the Heniko 's position-based weighting scheme [31] for the relative weights.
Table 2.1 shows the number of sequences and total weight assigned to the training sets (the
domains found by the t 3 models) for each of the targets we submitted predictions for. The total
sequence weight needed to save 1.4 bits per position is a good approximation to the number of
\di erent" sequences in the training set (it is approximately 1 if only one sequence is used).
Some of the targets had very few distinct homologs in the training set (for example, t0011,
t0019, and t0026), resulting in poor generalization to remote homologs. For these targets, a search
of a non-redundant protein database was performed with the generalized model and a fairly loose
threshold to nd other potential homologs, and the full model-building procedure was repeated with
this larger set of potential homologs. This procedure was not used for targets 27 and 28, because
there was a close homolog of the target found in the PDB database, and remote homolog searching
was not needed.
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target
number of weight for weight for
name
sequences
0.3 bits
1.4 bits
t0002
89
1.1772
16.2566
t0004
83
0.4602
7.8122
t0011
48
0.2285
1.6410
t0011-nrp
96
0.3240
3.5491
t0012
147
1.1880
19.1128
t0019
8
0.2882
1.7553
t0019-nrp
8
0.5275
3.6353
t0020
11
0.4458
3.9479
t0023
14
0.3794
3.1689
t0026
10
0.2329
1.3902
t0026-nrp
5
0.3223
2.7309
t0027
9
0.2815
1.7427
t0028
10
0.3389
2.3813
t0030
18
0.2844
1.5711
t0030-nrp
11
0.2826
1.5689
t0031
13
0.3434
2.4183
t0038
14
0.6331
5.4846
Table 2.1: This table presents the number of sequences in the nal alignment for each
target model and total weight assigned to the sequences to get 0.3 or 1.4 bits saved per
column. The latter number is a good approximation of how many \di erent" sequences
there are in the training set.
For targets with fewer than two di erent sequences by this measure (except target t0027,
which had a close homolog of known structure), a search of a non-redundant protein
database was done to try to nd more potential homologs, and new models were built
with this larger training set (labeled with \-nrp"). For target t0030, the iteration did not
increase the diversity of the training set.

2.5 Estimating joint models for two protein families
The structure models (Section 2.2) and target models (Section 2.3) do a good job of identifying
somewhat remote homologs, but as the evolutionary distance increases, the alignments of remote
homologs to the model get worse, and the discrimination ability of the models is reduced. The
highly conserved positions that provide most of the recognition signal are usually aligned well, but
the regions of low sequence similarity are often very poorly aligned.
When we align the homologs of a structure to a target model, the proteins may not maintain
their mutual alignment (similarly for homologs of a target sequence and a library model). This
obviously reduces our ability to predict with con dence the correct pairwise alignment between a
target and a structure.
If two sets of proteins share a common structure and evolutionary history, then we ought to be
able to construct a statistical model that gives high probability to both sets. We developed two
methods for estimating joint models . In both methods the joint hmms were trained on the target
sequence, its homologs, the sequence of known structure, and its homologs. By training on both sets
of homologs we were able to estimate models that successfully produced multiple alignments of both
sets of homologs, retained the mutual alignment within each group, and provided better alignments
between the two groups' regions of lower primary sequence identity.
One method for constructing a joint model employed the same method used for building the
target model, except that the initial possible homolog set was increased to include the homologs of
the desired PDB sequence, and the threshold for acceptance into the training set was lowered so
that at least one homolog of the PDB sequence would be included. The t 3 models (not generalized
by using sequence weighting) were used to provide the nal joint alignment.
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The other method retrained an existing model using both sets of homologs. The model length
was kept xed, and sequence weights were assigned to allow roughly equal weight to both groups of
sequences. Two joint models were produced with this method|one starting with the library model
and the other starting with the target model.
The di erent joint models usually produced somewhat di erent alignments. We are in the process
of doing a quantitative study to determine which method is best, but preliminary results show no
clear winner. All joint models, though, seem to produce superior alignments than the search models
trained on just the target homologs or just the structure homologs. For the CASP2 contest, we
examined each alignment, looking for agreement between predicted secondary structure for the target
(predicted by PhD [51]) and the real secondary structure, reasonable matching of hydrophobicity
patterns, residue identity, and solvation scores. This is described further in the following section.

2.6 Posthoc analysis tools
Most of our prediction work involved automated methods to identify potential matches between a
target and each of the solved structures in our library and the production of alignments between the
target and structure. When the pool of potential matches between a target and solved structures
had been narrowed down to a reasonable number by automated methods, it was narrowed down
further using the analysis tools described below.
Prospective alignments of targets and structures were checked using a solvation analysis tool
written by Liisa Holm. This score analyzes how stable the prospective alignment would be given
the exposed positions and given the hydropathy of each residue. Ultimately, we learned that this
type of analysis is very sensitive to small errors in alignments. Due to this sensitivity, it was not
always clear if an alignment was somewhat incorrect, if the match between target and structure was
correct, or whether the match between target and structure was simply wrong.
Our methods did not incorporate secondary structure prediction into the initial screening for
matches between targets and structures. However, when the number of potential matches had been
narrowed down suciently, we checked the secondary structure at each position in the pairwise
alignments and observed how well this prediction correlated with the PHD secondary structure.
Finally, we checked the plausibility of each of the remaining alignments using SAE, a graphical
tool combining RASMOL with an alignment viewer, written by Leslie Grate. Under SAE, we would
check that insertions and deletions occurred in reasonable places and that the resulting protein
structures were compact and contiguous.

3 Results
3.1 Fold-recognition results
Table 3.1 shows how our hmm models scored on the thirteen targets for which we submitted
predictions. Targets t0027 and t0028 had a close homolog of known structure in the training sets
for the target models, which accounts for the extremely high scores. Target t0030 was the only one
for which we were sure enough of our methods to predict that the fold was a new one, and not that
we had just missed nding the fold.
Because the methods for building the target models and scoring the library evolved over the
course of the CASP2 contest, these results are from models built using the most recent methods.
From this table, we can see that when there was a similar fold in the existing PDB databse, the
target model scored one of the similar folds within the top 25 (out of 7991 sequences) and one of the
very similar folds within the top 100, except for target t0012, which had only weakly similar folds
and did not score them highly.
For the library models, we see a similar phenomenon|there is a similar fold in the top 15 (out
of 1312 models) and a very similar one in the top 60 (except for t0012 again).
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target structure
t0002
t0002
t0002
t0004
t0004
t0011
t0011
t0011
t0012
t0012
t0012
t0012
t0019
t0019
t0019
t0020
t0020
t0020
t0020
t0020
t0020
t0020
t0020
t0023
t0026
t0026
t0026
t0026
t0026
t0027
t0027
t0028
t0030
t0030
t0030
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0038
t0038
t0038
t0038
t0038

target
library
DALI
cost rank/7991
cost rank/1312 rescaled
1ubsB
-36.008
4 -17.037
2
1.00
1ttpB/1ttqB -38.372
2,3 -17.188
1
1.00
1wsyBy
-38.594
1 -17.022
3
1.00
1cspy
-7.114
1
-0.948
223
1.00
1mjcy
-5.382
7
-2.628
24
1.00
1grly
-1.999
1656
-2.660
55
0.00
3gapBy
-3.532
197
-5.997
3
0.00
1frpAy
-3.115
505
-5.887
4
0.00
1mdyAy
-0.649
3173
-6.047
2
0.00
1phty
-2.052
302
-2.090
85
0.00
1atr
-0.697
2829
-0.726
432
0.22
1gerA
-1.921
372
0.28
1klnAy
-0.937
2919
-1.894
77
1ribAy
-2.040
685
-2.473
35
1pdnCy
-3.589
881
-2.674
27
1arvy
-7.525
2
-1.359
319
0.00
1tahA
-2.490
1527
-1.441
288
0.35
7aatA
-1.786
2903
-4.977
4
0.43
1xad
-3.264
536
-1.316
334
0.45
1scuB
-2.741
1130
-3.068
42
0.55
1ecl
-1.471
3821
-2.341
93
0.60
2dln
-5.595
24
-0.614
705
0.82
1minA
-4.854
67
-2.667
64
1.00
1ubsAy
-2.659
335
-2.109
105
1hstAy
-0.010
7097
-1.012
106
1scmBy
-0.471
3492
-5.495
2
1htmBy
-0.815
1417
-1.845
33
1topy
-3.201
39
-3.497
9
1cmgy
-2.834
53
-4.775
5
1pcl
-20.108
2 -63.398
1
2pecy
-286.850
1 -12.331
2
1celAy
-321.974
1 -282.178
1
2hwf1y
-1.218
805
-0.389
446
0.00
1hsbAy
-0.321
4254
-2.923
7
0.00
NONEy
1.00
1fon(A,B)
-10.798
1,2
1.00
1hcgA
-1.885
990 -12.285
6
1.00
4ptp
-1.828
1085 -14.918
3
1.00
1elty
-8.568
4 -11.341
7
1.00
1mctAy
-2.143
816 -14.976
1
1.00
1tryy
-10.487
3 -13.118
5
1.00
1exgy
-2.985
200
-0.857
217
0.57
1lpaB,1lpbB
-5.242
1,2
-0.725
268
0.85
1celA
-0.809
2897
-2.390
22
1.00
1bglA
-4.309
75
-0.969
181
1.00
2ayh
-0.760
3082
-0.266
705
1.00

Table 3.1: This table shows how the generalized target models and library models scored the

sequences that we predicted (marked with y) and some of the lowest-cost sequences which DALI [33]
considered to have a similar structure. Where DALI scores are available, we have listed the
structures in increasing order of similarity to the known structure. The DALI scores are rescaled
so that Z  2 is 0 and Z  6 is 1. The rank numbers are from the October 1996 version of the
PDB database and the April 1997 version of our hmm library. Ranks are somewhat in ated by
redundancy in the database and the library (e.g., there are 5 sequences identical to 1csp in the
PDB database, so the rank of 7 for 1mjc would be 3 in a non-redundant database).
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3.

Results

Our manual attempts to combine the results from the two sets of searches and to use PhDpredicted secondary structure to con rm or reject the matches were fairly successful in reducing the
number of predicted matches.
For targets t0002, t0004, and t0031, all the predicted structures were excellent structural matches,
and the top-scoring match was correct in the target model. The top-scoring match was correct in
the library for t0002 and t0031, but for t0004, the rst correct match was rank 4.
For target t0002, like most groups, we misunderstood the rather cryptic comment about partial
homology and only predicted the domain homologous to 1wsyB for which simple sequence methods
already provided an adequate prediction of homology. We had made some attempts to predict the
other domain, but we did not come up with a prediction suciently believable to be submitted. We
hope that future contests label targets more clearly when partial prediction is desired.
For t0038, the prediction 1exg was an adequate match, though there were much better matches
in the database. The top-scoring match to the target model (1lpaB) would have been a better
prediction, and there was an even better match in the top 22 for the library (1celA). We'll discuss
what went wrong for this prediction in Section 3.3.
For targets t0011 and t0030, there were no good structural matches, and we had only weak
predictions. Indeed, for t0030 we decided to put 80% of our \bet" on this being a new fold. We
might have done so for t0011 as well, but that early in the summer we were not sure enough of our
methods to predict something as a new fold.
For target t0012, only rather poor structural matches existed in the database. Our predictions
for this target (1mdyA and 1pht) scored well in the library, but not in the target model. 1mdyA is a
helix-turn helix, which, in terms of secondary structure, is aligned very well by our 1mdyA structure
model to a helix-turn-helix in t0012. Unfortunately, the angle between the helices does not match
closely enough to superimpose the structures well.
For target t0020, our incorrect prediction (1arv) scored well with the target model, but not in
the library. There were high-scoring correct structures, which we should have reported. We explain
what went wrong for target t0020 in Section 3.3.
For targets t0019, t0023, and t0026, we still have not gotten any feedback on what the correct
folds are, and so we do not know how well we did.
For t0019, we predicted three possibilities (1ribA, 1pdnC, and 1klnA). All three score well in
the library but poorly with the target model, and so are not expected to be very good structural
matches.
For t0023, we predicted just 1ubsA (a TIM barrel), but this scored poorly for both the target and
the library models. There were several high-scoring TIM barrels with both the target model and the
library, but we did not have time to re ne the alignments for them. We're still fairly con dent that
t0023 is a TIM barrel, though there are almost certainly better matches that 1ubsA in the database.
All ve predictions for t0026 score well in the library, but only 1top and 1cmg score well in the
target model.
Targets t0027 and t0028 were not fold-recognition targets|the fold was known and we were just
attempting to nd better alignments.

3.2 Quality of alignments

We submitted alignments for ten fold-recognition targets and three comparative modeling targets
(counting t0002 as a comparative modeling target). Results are available for eight of those targets,
and Table 3.2 summarizes our alignments for the three comparative modeling targets (t0002, t0027,
and t0028) and the two fold-recognition targets for which we identi ed a correct fold (t0004 and
t0031).
Our method searched for global, rather than local, alignments between a target and a structure.
While the average shift in the alignments is generally quite low, this resulted in alignments with a
higher RMS distance compared to other groups. Loop regions have a high degree of divergence, and
so identifying these regions and removing them from the alignment would improve the evaluation of
our alignments|this improvement is one we hope to have implemented by the next CASP contest.
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target
t0002
t0004
t0004
t0004
t0004
t0004
t0004
t0027
t0027
t0028
t0028
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031
t0031

structure
1wsyB
1csp
1csp
1csp
1mjc
1mjc
1mjc
2pec
2pec
1celA
1celA
1elt
1elt
1elt
1mctA
1mctA
1mctA
1try
1try
1try

VAST
VAST
DALI
SSAP
VAST
DALI
SSAP
VAST
DALI
VAST
DALI
VAST
DALI
SSAP
VAST
DALI
SSAP
VAST
DALI
SSAP

Residues
Alignment Aligned Avg. Avg.
Length Correctly Shift RMSD
245
117 1.316 5.15
63
34.80 0.338 3.52
63
34.80 0.450 3.52
63
28.80 0.826 3.52
62
36.74 0.300 3.64
62
39.14 0.471 3.64
62
36.74 0.593 3.64
319
85
3.596 14.40
319
99
3.938 14.40
359
319 0.188 2.37
359
342 0.205 2.37
200
95
2.567 8.73
200
111 2.427 8.73
200
59
0.600 8.73
195
99
2.263 8.77
195
105 2.437 8.77
195
58
0.481 8.77
198
99
1.270 7.45
198
101 1.624 7.45
198
46
1.301 7.45

SC%ID %ID Alignment Alignment
Specitivity Sensitivity
20.07 24.08 47.76
51.09
24.53 29.37 55.24
65.66
21.31 29.37 55.24
57.05
25.00 29.37 45.71
49.66
26.92 23.20 58.79
70.77
22.58 23.20 62.62
63.23
18.00 23.20 58.79
57.50
18.26 24.14 26.65
38.81
21.93 24.14 31.03
36.80
46.97 49.30 88.86
91.93
48.74 49.30 95.26
95.80
14.44 15.50 47.50
52.78
13.90 15.50 55.50
59.36
3.00 15.50 29.50
69.41
14.44 20.51 50.77
55.00
15.85 20.51 53.85
57.38
14.00 20.51 29.74
70.73
16.95 18.69 50.00
55.93
17.74 18.69 51.01
54.30
20.00 18.69 23.23
57.50

Table 3.2:

This table compares our alignments of the targets to the structural alignments
produced by VAST, DALI, and SSAP respectively. Alignment length refers to the total number
of residues aligned, including loop regions. Residues Aligned Correctly describes the number of
positions in which the alignment was correct, as compared to the structural alignments. Avg.
RMSD and Avg. Shift refer to the average RMS deviation and shift, as computed by the assessors.
SC%ID describes the percent residue identity for each structural alignments, and %ID describes
the percent residue identity of our alignment. Aligment Speci city and Alignment Sensitivity refer
to the number of correctly aligned residues as a fraction of the number aligned in the prediction
and the number aligned in the structural alignment, respectively.

Perhaps the most striking di erence between the RMS measure and the other measures of
correctness for the alignment is for our t0031 predictions. The number of exactly correct residues
is high and the average shift is quite low, but the RMS deviation is suprisingly high. This results
from a single segment (residues 163-183) which is badly misaligned (see Figure 3.1). The segment
should be aligned to residues 149-168 of 1mctA which includes the edge strand of a conserved beta
sheet. Instead the edge strand was skipped and the segment was aligned to a loop and helix on the
surface. This misalignment should have been detected before we submitted the prediction, since it
results in a large distance between the predicted positions of residues 162 and 163, but we failed to
notice the problem.
Our alignment for t0027 and 2pec was reasonable in the beta sheets of the core, but we included
alignments for the rather variable surface helices which turned out to be di erent in the two
structures. Trimming our global alignment to remove the surface elements would have considerably
improved the statistics for the prediction.
It is interesting that we got better alignments for t0004 and t0031, which were classi ed as a foldrecognition target, than for t0027, which was classi ed as a comparative modeling target. Perhaps
in future CASP contests, the targets should not be pre-classi ed, but all targets should be made
available for all prediction types. The assessment for each type of prediction can then focus on the
targets that show a di erence between the predictors. Existing servers for sequence-based alignment
can be used as baseline comparisons to see whether the more sophisticated methods provide better
results on the easy targets.
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t0031

10
20
30
40
50
60
EVSAEEIKKHEEKWNKYYGVNAFNLPKELFSKVDEKDRQKYPYNTIGNVFVKGQTSATGVLIG

1mctA

----------------------------IVGG-YTCAANSIPYQVSLN---SGSHFCGGSLIN

t0031

120
70
80
90
100
110
KNTVLTNRHIAKFANGDPSKVSFRPSINTDDNGNTETPYGEYEVKEILQEP-FG---AGVDLA

1mctA

SQWVVSAAHCYK------SRIQVR--LGEHNIDVLEGNEQFINAAKIITHPNFNGNTLDNDIM

t0031

130
140
150
160
LIRLKPDQNGVSLGDKISPAKIGTSNDLKDGDKLELIGYP---------------------FD

1mctA
t0031
1mctA

Results

****
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
LIKLSSP---ATLNSRVATVSLPRSC-AAAGTECLISGWGNTKSSGSSYPSLLQCLKAPVLSN
170

180

190

200

210

220

HKVNQMHRSEIELTTLSRGLRYYG-FTVPGNSGSGIFNSNGELVGIHSSKVSHLDREHQINYG

***
SSCKSSYPGQITGNMICVGFLQGGKDSCQGDSGGPVVC-NGQLQGIVSWGYGCAQKNKPGV-Y

t0031

230
240
VGIGNYVKRIINEKN--E

1mctA

TKVCNYVNWIQQTIAAN-

Figure 3.1: The alignment we predicted for t0031 and 1mctA, with bars indicating positions
aligned by the structure-structure aligner DALI. The numbers are the residue numbers in
t0031. Most of the segments are shifted by only one or two, but the segment from 163 to
183 is shifted by 16 residues, as indicated by the arrows.

3.3 Mistakes

Since we started the summer of 1996 with no experience in predicting protein structure, we had
to develop our methods on the y, learning as we went. Because of the tight time constraints, we did
not have time to carefully evaluate each of our methods before applying it to the targets. We are
now going back and doing quantitative studies of our search and alignment techniques for remote
homology detection and structure prediction, but expect these studies to take several more months
to complete.
This section contains some of the things we learned over the summer, and some things we did
not learn until the true structures were known.
One thing we learned fairly early was that the \protein neighbors" in the Entrez database is a
somewhat noisy source for putative homologs. We found three sources for error here:
 Sequences that had high similarity to the full protein, but not to the domain in the target
sequence. This was a particular problem for target t0012, the proregion of procaricain, since
many of the \neighbors" were similar to the mature enzyme, but did not contain the proregion
of interest.
 Sequences that had no discernable similarity to target. For the most part these seemed to be
database errors in which proteins coded for on the same clone as a homologous protein also
got reported as neighbors.
 Sequences with weak similarity to a portion of the target, but not easily alignable for the rest.
These sequences probably represented di erent structures that shared a short motif. Luckily
there were not many of them.
The model-building techniques for the target models were modi ed to reject from the initial set
of possible homologs any that did not t the model being built. This may have cost us a few genuine
remote homologs, but did prevent the trash from destroying the speci city of the models.
The protein neighbors found by Entrez were often not a very complete set. We could nd a larger
set of homologs by using the generalized target model to search a non-redundant protein database,
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but because this was not completely automated, we only did this for a few cases, where the initial
set of homologs lacked diversity.
Another problem with our methods is that using sequence weight to generalize our models results
in very low total sequence weight, and so very little information gain in any residue position. The
sequence-weighting method already gives more importance to positions that are conserved than ones
that are variable, but does not distinguish between conservation due to accidents of evolution and
conservation due to functional or structural requirements.
We would have liked to have had available a weighting scheme that could increase or decrease
the weights of the residues that align to speci c positions in the model, so that we could require
better matches for active-site residues or other positions for which we had biological or chemical
evidence that high conservation was required. Software to do this was not available to us during
the CASP2 contest, but has since been developed and seems to be very useful in remote homology
detection|we hope to incorporate this sort of information in future structure predictions.
We had originally hoped to use the negative log-likelihood costs reported by SAM directly in
choosing between library models, but we found that some models scored all sequences substantially
better than other models. For example, a model for a coiled-coil structure scored all sequences
containing helices very highly. We computed an average score for each model and subtracted it
o from the raw score, in order to get more comparable numbers. Unfortunately, time constraints
prevented us from using a large database of scambled sequences to compute this average score, and
so we just used the target sequences of the CASP contest to compute it, since we had to score them
anyway. Clearly, we should compute a less biased normalization for each model.
Our alignments, because they were constructed from joint models, generally aligned all the
residues of either the target protein or of the structure template (whichever was the basis for the
joint model). We knew that the loop regions were highly variable and unlikely to be alignable, but
did not have the time to identify the regions that were most likely to be misaligned and remove them
from the alignment. Doing so would undoubtedly improve the rms distance measure of alignment
quality, and is probably an important step to take before using homology modeling to construct
3D structures. The HMMs can provide indirect information about whether the residues in a given
alignment column are all from a single type of structural environment or from di erent environments,
and this information could be used to trim the alignment down to the core elements.
Two targets that we feel we should have been able to make better predictions for are targets
t0020 (ferrochelatase) and t0038 (CBDN1).
For target t0020, we did consider 1minA (an excellent structural match), 2dln and 1ecl (structurally somewhat similar), and more distantly related structures such as 1xad and 1tahA. Joint
models were built for 1minA, 1ecl, 1xad, and 1tahA, and both 1ecl and 1tahA were considered
excellent candidates at some point in our analysis. We ended up concentrating on 1arv and related proteins, because of the perceived need for an iron-binding site and because of functional
relationships.
For unknown reasons, we never examined 1lpaB for target t0038, even though it was our highest
scoring sequence in the target model, and turned out to be a somewhat similar structure. We also
did not examine 1bglA (which turned out to be a very similar structure), though we looked at several
sequences that scored worse. Note: the sequence we predicted, 1exg, is structurally somewhat similar
to t0038, but 1lpaB and 1bglA are much better and scored much higher with the target model. We
also did not consider 1celA, though it scored very well with the library models.
We did consider 2ayh (which is an excellent structural match), though it scored very poorly in
the target model. We created an alignment for 2ayh with high residue identity and good agreement
with PhD using the methods of Section 2.5. Unfortunately, we rejected this good alignment based
on a too strict interpretation of solvation scores.
For target t0038, we clearly did a very poor job of our post hoc analysis, as we did not consider
several candidates that turned out to be correct, despite their high scores. Even when we considered
one of the correct structures, we rejected it due to a misinterpretation of the meaning of the solvation
scores, which are only suitable for choosing between alignments to the same structure, not for
choosing between structures.
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3.4 Conclusions
Overall, the results of this CASP2 experiment show that fold recognition and alignment by hmms
show some promise, but there were too few targets with clear structural homologs in PDB to yield
enough experimental tests of the method to draw a de nitive conclusion. Some evidence is given
that the method may be e ective in cases where the residue identity between the target and the
sequence of known structure is in the 15{25% range, which brings us some distance into the \twilight
zone." However, no evidence is given that the method will be e ective in harder cases, where the
residue identity is less than 15%.
Even if the current method is not e ective in these harder cases, which we suspect may be true,
and more sophisticated methods are required, the hmm method still has the advantage that it is
computationally ecient in comparison to threading methods, and makes minimal use of structure
information, so it can also be used with little modi cation to search for remote homologs of protein
families that contain no sequence with a known structure.
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